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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Damage on state bridges results from various structural and environmental factors, traffic flows,
and the complex interactions among these factors. Predicting long-term performance and
determining strategies for the cost-effective management of bridges have been formidable
challenges. By virtue of advanced sensing technologies, various real-time high-precision data for
bridges are becoming available. Immense information available from the new data on bridges
(dubbed “bridge big data” herein) is believed to improve the predictive accuracy of long-term
bridge performance. Consistent efforts with dense sensor deployment and data gathering
processes for bridge big data have accumulated profound information regarding bridge
performance, associated environments, and traffic flows. However, direct applications of bridge
big data to long-term decision-making processes are hampered by big data-related challenges,
including the immense size and volume of datasets, too many variables, heterogeneous data
types, and, most importantly, missing data.
The objective of this project was to develop a foundational computational framework that can
facilitate data collection, data squashing, data merging, data curing, and data prediction. By using
the framework, practitioners and researchers can learn from past data, predict various
information regarding long-term bridge performance, and conduct data-driven efficient planning
for bridge management and improvement.
This research project developed and validated several computational tools for the
aforementioned objectives. The programs include (1) a data-squashing tool that can shrink yearslong bridge strain sensor data to manageable datasets, (2) a data-merging tool that can
synchronize bridge strain sensor data and traffic sensor data, (3) a data-curing framework that
can fill in arbitrarily missing data with statistically reliable values, and (4) a data-prediction tool
that can accurately predict bridge behavior as well as traffic flow data. Detailed manuals and
examples for all programs have been developed and are shared, and resultant hybrid bridge data
are provided. In tandem, this project also performed investigations into a new data source of
surface sensors. Understanding the new refined data source of surface sensors is important for a
general extension of the developed framework.
This project delivers a foundational computational framework that can be applied to future
bridge big data and traffic data. Practical recommendations and guidelines are documented for
the effective use of the deliverables in the field. This project concludes that the developed
framework can serve practitioners and researchers as a powerful tool for making big data-driven
predictions regarding the long-term behavior of bridges and relevant traffic information. This
project’s outcome will enable data-driven improvement of Iowa bridges, which will eventually
help to prioritize rehabilitation plans, optimize resource allocation, and result in safer and more
economic bridges in Iowa.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement

To effectively manage over 600,000 bridges nationwide, the bridge structural health monitoring
(SHM) field has made remarkable advancements. To date, advances in bridge SHM have
provided an immense amount of bridge data, such as years-long strain and temperature data.
Still, engineers and stakeholders lack substantially reliable data analysis and processing tools that
have statistical rigor. This project sought to transform the management and analysis of big data
as used to understand bridge performance and thereby proposes new data-driven remedies to
long-term infrastructure management and rehabilitation. The data-driven paradigm shift will
eventually lead to substantial cost savings in bridge management in Iowa and beyond.
However, direct applications of bridge big data and traffic big data to long-term decision-making
processes are critically hampered by big data-related challenges. The key aspects of the
challenges include the immense size and volume of datasets for bridge and traffic big data, too
many explanatory variables (also called “predictors”) that are complicatedly interwoven,
heterogeneous types of bridges, time-varying environmental data and traffic datasets, and, most
importantly, the critical issue of missing data in bridge big data.
The objective of this project was to develop a foundational computational framework that can
facilitate data collection, data squashing, data merging, data curing, and, ultimately, data
prediction. By using the framework, practitioners and researchers can learn from past data,
predict information that is pertinent to long-term bridge performance, and conduct data-driven
efficient planning for bridge management and improvement.
This research project developed and validated several computational tools for the
aforementioned objectives. The programs include (1) a data-squashing tool that can shrink yearslong bridge strain sensor data to manageable datasets, (2) a data-merging tool that can
synchronize bridge strain sensor data and traffic sensor data, (3) a data-curing framework that
can fill in arbitrarily missing data with statistically reliable values, and (4) a data-prediction tool
that can accurately predict bridge and traffic data. In tandem, this project performed an
investigation into the new data source of dense surface sensors. Detailed manuals and examples
for all programs have been developed and are shared, and resultant hybrid bridge data are
provided.
1.2

Research Approach and Methods

In order to fulfill the aforementioned objectives, this project developed a number of
computational tools, algorithms, and advanced statistical methodologies.
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1.2.1 Task 1: Efficient Data Squashing
This project developed a computational tool that runs on the high-performance computing (HPC)
facility (named the Condo cluster) of the College of Engineering at Iowa State University. For
data merging between bridge sensor data and traffic sensor data, this project developed a
computational tool that automatically synchronizes the two disparate databases.
1.2.2 Task 2: Missing Data Curing
One of the advanced statistical imputation methods, fractional hot deck imputation (FHDI), was
adopted to cure the missing values in the bridge sensor data. The data curing was conducted prior
to building a statistical prediction model.
1.2.3 Task 3: Data Prediction
An advanced statistical method, the generalized additive model (GAM) developed by Hastie and
Tibshirani (1990), has been adopted and modified for this project. Compared to other machine
learning (ML) algorithms, GAM proved to be a general and powerful predictive model for strain
values of the target bridge, as well as associated traffic flows. As will be addressed later in this
report, GAM is a nonparametric statistical model that is flexible and has little restriction to a
large number of predictors (i.e., GAM allows many variables to serve as predictor variables).
Importantly, not all variables are necessary in the prediction model to achieve the highest
prediction accuracy. Rather than simply use a correlation-based selection of important variables,
this project developed a direct search method to find the best combination of predictors that can
lead to the highest prediction accuracy.
1.2.4 Task 4: Understanding New Surface Sensors
A systematic experimental approach was used to better understand the new data source of dense
surface sensors.
1.2.5 Task 5: High-Performance Computing (HPC)
An efficient use of HPC for the computational tasks developed by this project was critical.
Figure 1 shows the job distribution and the collection scheme for the parallel computing setup
used in this research, where jobs were evenly distributed to slaves and then the master collected
and combined the results from the slaves.
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Figure 1. Computational job distribution in the high-performance computing facility
The master processor only managed whole computing processes (i.e., distributing search tasks to
slave processors and collecting the search results from them). Slave processors built multiple
GAM models using assigned predictor combinations, predicted the target responses using the test
datasets, calculated the prediction accuracies using three metrics, and returned the metric values
and the corresponding predictor combinations.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Data-driven research recently has been essential in the engineering field and has enabled
researchers to gain valuable knowledge from data analysis. Recently, researchers have focused
on a novel combination of advanced machine learning methods and existing engineering
databases. For instance, Lv et al. (2015) developed a traffic flow model using the deep learning
method. Perera and Mo (2016) utilized a deep learning algorithm to generate a condensed
database regarding ship performance and navigation information for general use in the relevant
research. Le and Jeong (2017) developed a methodology to integrate heterogeneous
terminologies, which are equivalent, into representative terms by using a neural network. These
studies have shown the promising capabilities of automated data accumulation processes.
Meanwhile, due to advances in strain measurement technologies, bridge health monitoring
(BHM) systems using various types of sensors have become available. Good examples can be
found in the works of Jang et al. (2010), Ko and Ni (2005), Li et al. (2004), and Ntotsios et al.
(2009). Such BHM technologies have contributed to the size, volume, and velocity (i.e., the
degree of data size increase) of data. Despite such advances in bridge strain databases, the
cumulated data have rarely been used to build a prediction model that can help forecast longterm bridge performance and thus improve the management planning of bridges. Earlier works
utilized typical statistical methods. For instance, Li et al. (2003) developed a statistical model to
represent a specific daily cycle of bridge data using multiple linear regression (MLR). Yet, the
simplicity of their statistical model posed challenges to a general application. The daily strain
history pattern and the size of a pulse do not remain constant over time and may be affected by
many other intractable factors, such as temperature and traffic.
Importantly, the occurrence of missing data is inevitable in BHM systems for many reasons,
including hardware replacements, human error, temporary service closure of the bridge for
rehabilitation or reconstruction, and so on. Therefore, practitioners and researchers often face
missing data issues. Traditional methods to overcome missing data issues in machine learning or
statistical prediction methods are to simply remove the incomplete datasets from the entire
database or fill in the missing values with an intuitive guess, such as a mean value. Altogether,
such naïve remedies to missing data issues render the final prediction or statistical inference
highly biased and misleading.
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DATA COLLECTION FROM A TARGET BRIDGE

The target bridge is located on eastbound I-80 over Sugar Creek in Iowa. Seventy-one sensors
were installed in multiple locations of the bridge to measure strains in the top and bottom flanges
and to measure the temperatures of the steel, concrete, and air. Fifty-three sensors were installed
at the bottom flanges and others were installed at the top flanges. The detailed instrumental plan
is shown in Figure 2.

Top & bottom gauges

Bottom flange gauges

Figure 2. Instrumentation plan of sensors on the target bridge on eastbound I-80 over
Sugar Creek
Each sensor measures temperature and strain data at its location at a frequency of 250 Hz. The
data have been collected since June 2016. A raw data file spans a 1-minute time frame and
contains various information, including date, time, temperature, and the strains measured by a
total of 71 sensors. The raw data need to be converted to an interpretable form within a dataset
for subsequent data analysis and prediction. The procedure for the extraction and transformation
of data is described in the following chapters.
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DATA SQUASHING

For efficient data learning, analysis, and prediction, some salient information needed to be
extracted from the raw data files and transformed into a compact and manageable size. Due to
the huge size of the dataset (i.e., about six terabytes), it was infeasible to manipulate the raw data
using a single workstation because it would take too much time for a few central processing units
(CPUs) to extract and transform the data. Therefore, the entire set of raw data was transferred to
the HPC cluster, and the raw data were transformed to an interpretable and manageable form
(e.g., several megabytes). The data-squashing workflow of these procedures is shown in Figure
3.

Figure 3. Flow chart showing data squashing, data transferring, and data merging of
bridge sensor data and traffic flow data
First, the text-based raw data files (i.e., “.txt” format) are transformed to binary files (“.bin”
format) for fast data processing. The binary files include information about peak strains in a
strain pulse (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Strain history over 10 minutes (left) and in a 1-minute time frame (right), with
top and bottom peaks outside the range of +5µ and -5 µ from the median strain value
selected
The top and bottom peak strains are determined in such a way that their absolute values are
greater than 5µ (here, µ = 10-6) from the median strain value. The median strain is calculated
from the strains within the 1-minute time frame. Small peak strains near the median value of
strains (i.e., strains for which the distance from the median is less than 5µ strain) are considered
to be noise.
It should be noted that all the peaks are of “relative” strains measured from the median strain
within the 1-minute time frame. Since the relative strain is linked with external force-induced
bridge deformations, this project focused on relative strains throughout the project.
Next, the binary files are transformed to a 1-hour dataset in which one instance, (i.e., one row)
consists of a number of information columns. Starting from the leftmost column, each column
includes the following information:













8 digits (e.g., 20161115) representing the year, month, and day
Hour (i.e., 0 through 24 hours)
Day of week (i.e., 1 through 7, where 2 means Tuesday, 3 means Wednesday, and so on)
Steel temperature
Concrete temperature
Air temperature
Median strain in 1-minute time frame
Number of measurements
Frequencies of peak strain
Sensor location in (x,y,z) coordinates
Sensor index
The next 40 columns include the total counts of peak strains that fall into strain bins, each
with a size of 5µ. For instance, nearly 200,000 relative strain peaks occur within -15µ to -10µ
(see Figure 5). The total bin ranges from -100µ to 100µ. An example histogram of the
relative peak strains is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Example of the total counts of relative peak strains in different bins
The summary of datasets created by the transformation step is presented in Table 1. After data
squashing/merging, the size of the data set becomes smaller than that of the original.
Table 1. Summary of datasets generated from the raw bridge and traffic big data
Dataset name
(data format)

Size

Raw data (textbased format)

< 10 TB

Binary data (binary
format)

100 MB

1-hour dataset (csv
format)

10 MB

1-hour dataset with
traffic (csv format)

10 MB

Attribute

Description
Raw data measured with 250
Date, time, temperature, strain Hz by sensor installed in the
bridge
Date, time, average
A single instance contains
temperature, peak strain,
information for 1 minute
number of measurements
Date, time, day of week,
average temperature, number
A single instance contains
of measurements and median
information for 1 hour
of strain over 1 hour, strain
frequencies
Date, time, day of week,
average temperature, number
Final dataset merged with
of measurements and median
traffic data
of strain over 1 hour, strain
frequencies, traffic
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DATA MERGING WITH TRAFFIC FLOW DATA

Traffic is believed to directly affect the behavior of bridges. Heavy traffic generates considerably
broad strain fluctuations, and thus the passing of heavy vehicles (e.g., heavy trucks) may
naturally produce a large number of strain peaks. The inclusion of traffic information can
significantly improve the prediction of bridge strain responses. In this project, traffic flow data
measured on Jordan Creek Parkway (by courtesy of Dr. Anuj Sharma) were merged into the
bridge strain dataset. The traffic sensor data are measured every five minutes and have three
categories: total counts of small, medium, and large vehicles within the time frame.
After merging bridge sensor and traffic sensor data, the resultant dataset would have the structure
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Example of a resultant dataset after merging bridge sensor data and traffic
sensor data
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DATA CURING

In statistics, the theory of filling in missing values with statistically reliable values is called
“imputation.” Data sets for bridge big data have many variables, a large size, and irregular
patterns of missing data, and, importantly, there is little information about probabilistic
distributions of the variables. To overcome this challenge, this project adopted one of the most
flexible and general imputation theories, i.e., fractional hot deck imputation (Kim and Fuller
2004). In particular, this project adopted the first author’s computational statistics package,
which is open-source and downloadable from the global statistical platform R (see R package
FHDI from http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=FHDI [Im et al. 2017]).
FHDI is an advanced statistical method to cure missing values. It has little need for statistical
assumptions and prior knowledge about the data. FHDI creates donors (i.e., candidates for the
missing value) by using imputation estimators (see Equations (1) and (2)). For one missing
value, multiple donors are generated in view of joint probabilistic distributions of the raw data.
In terms of donor selection methods, there are two imputation estimators: (1) the fully efficient
fractional imputation (FEFI) estimator and (2) the FHDI estimator. FEFI uses all donors to cure
missing values, while FHDI uses some selected donors. The kernel of FEFI is given by the
following:
𝑌̂𝑖,𝐹𝐸𝐹𝐼 = ∑𝐶𝑐=1 ∑𝑖∈𝐴𝑐 𝜔𝑖 {𝛿𝑖 𝑦𝑖 + (1 − 𝛿𝑝𝑖 ) ∑𝑗∈𝐴 𝜔∗ 𝑖𝑗,𝐹𝐸𝐹𝐼 𝑦𝑗 }

(1)

where 𝐴 is the index set of all samples; 𝐴𝑐 is the index set of a category; 𝜔𝑖 is the sampling
weight of the 𝑖-th recipient; 𝑦𝑖 is the 𝑖-th recipient; 𝛿𝑖 = 1 when 𝑦𝑖 is observed, otherwise 𝛿𝑖 =
0; and 𝜔∗ 𝑖𝑗,𝐹𝐸𝐹𝐼 is the fractional weight (see Im et al. 2015 for the theoretical details).
The kernel of FHDI is given by the following:
∗(𝑗)
∗
𝑌̂𝑖,𝐹𝐻𝐷𝐼 = ∑𝐶𝑐=1 ∑𝑖∈𝐴𝑐 𝜔𝑖 {𝛿𝑖 𝑦𝑖 + (1 − 𝛿𝑝𝑖 ) ∑𝑀
}
𝑗=1 𝜔 𝑖𝑗 𝑦𝑖

(2)
∗(𝑗)

where 𝜔∗ 𝑖𝑗 is the fractional weight for the FHDI estimator and 𝑦𝑖
𝑦𝑖 .
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is the 𝑖-th imputed value of
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DATA PREDICTION

Because datasets for bridge big data have many variables, a large data size, and complex
relationships among variables, the accurate prediction of bridge data is a formidable challenge.
To overcome this challenge, this project adopted one of the most flexible and general statistical
prediction methods, i.e., generalized additive model (Hastie and Tibshirani 1990).
7.1

Theoretical Summary of GAM

GAM is widely used as an advanced statistical model in statistical fields. Hitherto, it has rarely
been used in the civil engineering field compared to traditional regression methods because it is
relatively new and rarely understood. Therefore, it is instructive to expound upon the theoretical
background of GAM prior to describing the in-depth applications.
GAM is a generalized linear model with strong flexibility and general applicability. It uses an
unspecific smoothing function rather than predefined distributions or parametric relationships.
Due to the unspecified smoothing function, the covariates (i.e., descriptive variables) do not need
to have a set of parameters. GAM is formulated by predicting the target of the i-th sample
(denoted by 𝑌𝑖 ∈ ℝ) with n predictors (denoted by 𝒙𝑖𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝑛 where 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛). The general
form of GAM can be represented as follows:
𝑌𝑖 = 𝑔(𝜇𝑖 ) = ∑𝑗 𝑓𝑗 (𝑥𝑖𝑗 )

(3)

where 𝑔 is a smooth link function, the expectation of 𝑌𝑖 given 𝒙𝑖 is denoted by 𝜇𝑖 ≡ 𝔼(𝑌𝑖 |𝒙𝑖 ),
𝑌𝑖 is a target response from an exponential family of distribution (e.g., normal, binomial, or
gamma distribution), and 𝑓𝑗 are smooth functions of covariates 𝑥𝑗𝑖 (Wood 2006). Essentially,
GAM has a nonparametric smooth function for each covariate. For simplicity, the following
description includes a normal distribution single variable, but the generalization for multiple
variables is straightforward (see Wood 2006). Let GAM be 𝔼(Y|𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥), and the smoothing
function 𝑓 can be represented as follows:
𝑓(𝑥) = ∑𝑘𝑗=1 𝑏𝑗 (𝑥)𝛽𝑗
where 𝑏𝑗 is the j-th basis function and 𝛽𝑗 is an unknown parameter. The model can be fit by
maximizing the corresponding likelihood. A penalty term is given as 𝜆 ∫[𝑓 ′′ (𝑥)]2 𝑑𝑥, where 𝜆 is
the smoothing parameter. If λ is too large, it is an over-smoothed estimate, while it is an undersmoothed estimate if λ is too small. This error becomes greater at both extremes. The 𝜆 value is
optimized by minimizing the generalized cross validation (GCV) score (Golub et al. 1979) and is
automatically selected by the GAM library. Therefore, there is little need to manually adjust 𝜆.
In sum, GAM requires no prejudice regarding the relationships among parameters and holds few
restrictions regarding the number of variables and the nonlinear distribution of variables.
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Importantly, GAM’s internal setting always seeks to balance the fitting accuracy and
smoothness, in which the generality and flexibility of GAM are rooted.
7.1.1 Excellent Performance of GAM Compared to ML
In addition to the flexibility of GAM, owing to the unspecified smoothing function, GAM also
performs well in terms of prediction accuracy. In some of the authors’ previous work (Song et al.
2018), the prediction performance of GAM was compared to MLR and two popular machine
learning algorithms (i.e., support vector machine [SVM] and extremely randomized trees
[ERT]). Figure 7 shows the comparison result.

Adapted from Song et al. 2018

Figure 7. Comparison of prediction performance between GAM and other methods (i.e.,
multiple linear regression, SVM, and ERT)
On the vertical axes, a higher value indicates a higher prediction accuracy in terms of cross
validation score ratio (CVEb/CVE), Pearson coefficient, and coefficient of determination (R2).
GAM outperforms MLR and is slightly better than SVM and ERT.
Another advantage of GAM compared to ML is that the prediction result from GAM can be
clearly explained based on statistical theories and methodologies while many ML methods are
often unclear about the pathway between input and output. This issue is also known as “blackbox” prediction of machine learning and “glass-box” prediction of statistical learning. The
advantage makes the adopted statistical prediction process more interpretable and enables
researchers to build a better predictive model according to their knowledge about the data and
pertinent engineering principles.
7.2

Direct Search Method for the Best Predictive Power

This project sought to answer fundamental data-prediction questions:
12




Which variables are necessary for the best predictive power?
Are all variables important for prediction?

To find the best combination of predictors (i.e., an optimal set of descriptive variables), GAM
models were built using multiple predictor combinations. Thirteen variables were used as
predictors, and seven variables were used as target responses. The summary of predictor and
response variables is shown in Table 2. To find the best predictor combinations, this project
compared two different approaches: (1) a correlation-based selection method and (2) a direct
search algorithm developed by the authors (Song et al. 2018).
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Table 2. Summary of predictor (explanatory) and response (target) variables used for the
statistical prediction model
Role

Predictor

Response

Variable

Types
Integer
Date
(continuous)
Integer
Month
(categorical)
Integer
Day
(categorical)
Integer
DOW
(categorical)
Integer
Hour
(categorical)
Float
steelTemp
(continuous)
Float
concTemp
(continuous)
Float
airTemp
(continuous)
Float
strainMedian
(continuous)
Integer
nMeasurement
(continuous)
Integer
smallCar
(continuous)
Integer
mediumCar
(continuous)
Integer
LargeCar
(continuous)
Float
strainMean
(continuous)
Float
strainMeanComp
(continuous)
Float
strainMeanTens
(continuous)
Integer
strainMin
(continuous)
Integer
strainMax
(continuous)
Float
strainSTD
(continuous)
Integer
Area
(continuous)

Description
8-digit number representing the date
(e.g., 20150723)
Categorical number for month
(e.g., 1 and 12 indicate January and December)
Categorical number for day
(i.e., 1 through 31)
Categorical number for day of week
(e.g., 0 and 6 indicate Sunday and Saturday)
Categorical number for hour
(i.e., 0 through 23)
Steel temperature (℉) for 1 hour
Concrete temperature (℉) for 1 hour
Air temperature (℉) for 1 hour
Median strain value for 1 hour (µ)
Count of strain measurement for 1 hour
Traffic count by small size of vehicle for 1 hour
Traffic count by medium size of vehicle for 1
hour
Traffic count by large size of vehicle for 1 hour
Expected value of peak strain for 1 hour
Expected value of peak strain below the median
strain for 1 hour
Expected value of peak strain above the median
strain for 1 hour
Minimum peak strain for 1 hour (µ)
Maximum peak strain for 1 hour (µ)
Standard deviation of peak strain (µ)
Area under strain distribution
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For the correlation-based selection method, the best predictors were chosen based on the
correlation values. For instance, a correlation matrix that shows all variable-to-variable
correlation values of the present project is given in Table 3. In the correlation-based method, the
variables that have the top correlation scores are first selected to construct the prediction model,
e.g., the top three most correlated variables are chosen for a three-variable prediction model.
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Table 3. Correlations among all variables of bridge and traffic big data

Month
Day
Hour
DOW
steelTemp
concTemp
airTemp
strainMedia
n
nMeasurem
ent
smallCar
mediumCar
largeCar
Date
Area
strainMax
strainMean
strainMean
Comp
strainMean
Tens
strainMin
strainSTD

steelTe concT
DOW
mp
emp
0.007 0.327
0.3
0.013 0.016
0.01
0.001 0.152 0.186
1
-0.01
0.009
-0.01
1
0.984
-0.009 0.984
1
-0.01
0.998
0.98

airTe
mp
0.327
0.014
0.145
-0.01
0.998
0.98
1

strain nMeas
Media ureme smallC mediu largeC
n
nt
ar
mCar
ar
Date
0.478 0.152 -0.053 0.039 0.103 0.396
-0.106
0.07
0.005 -0.001 0.011
-0.03
0.106 0.012 0.178
0.1
0.34
-0.001
0
0.043
-0.06 -0.045 0.114 0.008
0.118 0.085
0.13
0.196 0.131 0.001
0.169 0.097 0.074
0.18
0.111
0.02
0.109
0.1
0.131 0.205 0.119 0.043

Area
0.07
0.012
0.328
-0.087
0.341
0.287
0.344

strain
Max
0.034
0.004
0.263
-0.058
0.277
0.236
0.28

strain
Mean
0.029
0.005
0.26
-0.052
0.258
0.216
0.261

strain
Mean
Comp
0.085
0.001
-0.102
0.11
-0.289
-0.271
-0.261

strain
Mean
Tens
0.031
0.004
0.278
-0.027
0.267
0.23
0.269

strain strainST
Min
D
0.013
0.035
0.002
0.005
-0.182
0.274
0.092
-0.031
-0.24
0.285
-0.211
0.246
-0.224
0.286

Month
1
0.008
0
0.007
0.327
0.3
0.327

Day
0.008
1
0
0.013
0.016
0.01
0.014

Hour
0
0
1
-0.001
0.152
0.186
0.145

-0.478

0.106

0.106

0

0.118

0.169

0.109

1

0.069

0.011

0.068

0.134

0.16

0.039

-0.02

-0.024

-0.152

-0.011

-0.072

-0.011

0.152

0.07

0.012

0.043

0.085

0.097

0.1

0.069

1

-0.024

0.046

-0.086

0.306

0.125

0.074

0.076

0.083

0.075

0.003

0.072

0.053
-0.039
0.103
0.396
0.07
0.034
0.029

0.005
0.001
0.011
-0.03
0.012
0.004
0.005

0.178
0.1
0.34
0.001
0.328
0.263
0.26

-0.06
0.045
0.114
0.008
0.087
-0.058
0.052

0.13
0.196
0.131
-0.001
0.341
0.277
0.258

0.074
0.18
0.111
0.02
0.287
0.236
0.216

0.131
0.205
0.119
0.043
0.344
0.28
0.261

0.011
0.068
0.134
0.16
-0.039
-0.02
-0.024

-0.024
0.046
-0.086
0.306
0.125
0.074
0.076

1
0.269
0.388
-0.096
0.461
0.398
0.391

0.269
1
0.467
0.151
0.241
0.2
0.198

0.388
0.467
1
-0.246
0.384
0.267
0.26

-0.096
0.151
0.246
1
0.032
0.035
0.047

0.461
0.241
0.384
0.032
1
0.901
0.894

0.398
0.2
0.267
0.035
0.901
1
0.994

0.391
0.198
0.26
0.047
0.894
0.994
1

-0.292
-0.072
-0.258
0.324
-0.266
-0.225
-0.186

0.373
0.183
0.256
0.033
0.881
0.992
0.991

-0.289
-0.099
-0.257
0.211
-0.38
-0.282
-0.254

0.393
0.191
0.262
0.022
0.891
0.995
0.992

0.085

0.001

0.102

0.11

-0.289

-0.271

-0.261

-0.152

0.083

-0.292

-0.072

-0.258

0.324

0.266

-0.225

-0.186

1

-0.199

0.643

-0.237

0.031

0.004

0.278

-0.027

0.267

0.23

0.269

-0.011

0.075

0.373

0.183

0.256

0.033

0.881

0.992

0.991

-0.199

1

-0.262

0.997

0.013
0.035

0.002
0.005

-0.182
0.274

0.092
-0.031

-0.24
0.285

-0.211
0.246

-0.224
0.286

-0.072
-0.011

0.003
0.072

-0.289
0.393

-0.099
0.191

-0.257
0.262

0.211
0.022

-0.38
0.891

-0.282
0.995

-0.254
0.992

0.643
-0.237

-0.262
0.997

1
-0.293

-0.293
1
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For the authors’ direct search method, all possible combinations were examined without any
prejudice regarding predictors and responses. For example, when a seven-variable prediction
model was constructed, the authors considered 1,716 combinations in total (i.e., [13!/7!(13-7)!]),
and all cases were separately constructed and compared. The computation cost, therefore, is
highly expensive. Therefore, a HPC algorithm was developed using Rmpi (an HPC library for R
code) to distribute computations over multiple CPUs.
The comparison of the prediction performances between the correlation-based selection and the
direct search method is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Comparison of prediction errors generated by direct search method and
correlation-based selection
The charts in Figure 8 show various target responses, including, from left to right and top to
bottom, the mean of top peak strain, the mean of bottom peak strain, standard deviation of
median strain, minimum strain value of bottom peak, maximum strain of value of top peak, and
strain area. RMSE stands for the root mean squared error from the GAM prediction model.
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When a small number of predictors is selected, the prediction performance using the direct
search algorithm is noticeably better than that of the correlation-based method, and even the
predictor sets are different. For example, when two predictors are used, the direct search method
chooses “hour” and “air temperature” as the most important predictors. In contrast, “hour” and
“small car traffic” are selected by the correlation-based method. The final combinations are
summarized in Table 4, where the first six rows provide the optimal set of predictors for
predicting bridge sensor responses and the following three rows present the optimal set of
predictors for predicting traffic flow responses.
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Table 4. Best combinations of predictors selected by the direct search method
Prediction
target

# of
predic
tors

strainMeanTop

10

strainMeanBott
om

12

strainSTD

10

strainMax

11

strainMin

12

Area

12

Small car traffic

15

Medium car
traffic

13

Large car traffic

14

Best Combination of Predictors (p-value)
Month(4.91e-9)
Hour(< 2e-16)
concTemp(1.09e-6)
airTemp(4.80e-7)
strainMedian(4.22e-5) nMeasurement(< 2e-16)
smallCar(9.15e-11)
mediumCar(0.106)
largeCar(3.24e-15)
Date(2.26e-11)
Month(< 2e-16)
Day(0.02626)
Hour(< 2e-16)
DOW(< 2e-16)
steelTemp(< 2e-16)
concTemp(3.06e-12)
airTemp(< 2e-16)
strainMedian(< 2e-16) nMeasurement(< 2e-16)
smallCar(2.63e-9)
mediumCar(0.00224)
Date(< 2e-16)
Month(4.32e-9)
Hour(< 2e-16)
concTemp(3.05e-7)
airTemp(2.89e-7)
strainMedian(2.92e-5) nMeasurement(< 2e-16)
smallCar(3.41e-13)
mediumCar(0.191)
largeCar(9.10e-12)
Date(2.39e-10)
Month(5.52e-11)
Hour(< 2e-16)
concTemp(1.39e-6)
DOW(9.81e-15)
airTemp(2.49e-6)
nMeasurement(< 2estrainMedian(2.46e-5)
smallCar(8.14e-10)
16)
mediumCar(0.27)
Date(3.78e-10)
largeCar(2.34e-10)
Day(0.364342)
Month(5.42e-6)
Hour(< 2e-16)
steelTemp(1.22e-12)
DOW(< 2e-16)
concTemp(0.000649)
nMeasurement(< 2eairTemp(8.12e-7)
smallCar(0.072332)
16)
mediumCar(0.025373)
Date(< 2e-16)
largeCar(0.007920)
Day(5.05e-4)
Month(< 2e-16)
Hour(< 2e-16)
concTemp(< 2e-16)
DOW(< 2e-16)
airTemp(2.41e-15)
nMeasurement(< 2estrainMedian(3.73e-10)
smallCar(1.06e-8)
16)
mediumCar(0.00458)
Date(6.98e-13)
largeCar(< 2e-16)
Month(< 2e-16)
Hour(< 2e-16)
Day(4.46e-13)
DOW(< 2e-16)
concTemp(3.75e-5)
steelTemp(9.69e-7)
airTemp(8.95e-7)
Date(< 2e-16)
strainMedian(4.19e-4)
Area(5.41e-13)
strainMeanBottom.(1.04e
strainMax(1.27e-4)
strainMeanTop(2.50e-4)
strainMin(1.96e-7 )
15)
strainSTD(4.71e-16)
Month(< 2e-16)
Day(< 2e-16)
Hour(< 2e-16)
DOW(< 2e-16)
steelTemp(3.17e-12)
concTemp(2.39e-12)
airTemp(< 2e-16)
strainMedian(< 2e-16) nMeasurement(0.2495)
Date(< 2e-16)
Area(9.07e-7)
strainMax(0.0122)
strainSTD(7.70e-8)
Month(< 2e-16)
Day(< 2e-16)
Hour(< 2e-16)
DOW(< 2e-16)
steelTemp(3.40e-9)
concTemp(1.14e-7)
airTemp(2.46e-14)
strainMedian < 2e-16)
nMeasurement(< 2e-16)
Date(< 2e-16)
Area(< 2e-16)
strainMeanTop (6.24e-7)
strainMin(0.78)
strainSTD(1.62e-12)

Although the generalization calls for further investigation, this project provides meaningful
development and foundational conclusions, including the following:
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Bridge big data can be predicted by a statistical prediction model with a number of variables.
The direct search algorithm can identify the best combination of predictors that can lead to
the best predictive power.
Not all variables are necessarily needed for predicting future bridge sensor data.


7.3

Prediction of Traffic Flow Data

In the preceding section, the direct search method was investigated to find the best predictor
combination for six target responses. The same approach is applied to investigate the application
of bridge sensor data to the prediction of traffic data. Here, the previous six target responses
related to strain are considered as predictors, and three traffic variables (i.e., traffic of small,
medium, and large car sizes) are treated as target responses. Best predictors for three targets (i.e.,
(a) small vehicles, (b) medium vehicles, and (c) large vehicles) are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Variation of prediction errors with different combination of predictors during
traffic flow data prediction
The traditional assumption is that the more predictors that are used, the higher the prediction
accuracy that can be expected. But the highest accuracy is not necessarily guaranteed when all
predictors are used. In particular, the authors found that the numbers of the best predictor
combinations for GAM turned out to be 15, 13, and 14 out of a total of 16 variables for the small,
medium, and large car sizes, respectively. Those selected predictors are listed in Table 4.
The quantile-quantile plots in Figure 10 show promising predictive power in terms of predicting
the traffic flow of small, medium, and large vehicles, respectively, in graphs (a), (b), and (c).
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Figure 10. Quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots of the original traffic data and the predicted
traffic data: (a) small vehicles (R2 = 0.77), (b) medium vehicles (R2 = 0.44), (c) large vehicles
(R2 = 0.70)
Straight overlapped lines in the Q-Q plots in Figure 10 indicate better prediction. Using the
bridge big data, the developed program appears to have reasonable prediction performance for
small and large vehicles, with R2, the coefficient of determination, greater than 0.7. Relatively,
prediction of the traffic flow of medium vehicles appears to need improvement, with R2 around
0.44. The prediction error may be attributed to the short time period of the bridge big data, i.e.,
less than three years.
Although the prediction accuracy calls for further improvement, this project provides meaningful
development and foundational conclusions, including the following:




Bridge big data can be used to predict traffic flow in long-term time periods.
Direct search algorithms can identify the best combination of predictors that lead to the best
predictive power.
Not all variables are necessarily needed for predicting future traffic flow.
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8

VARIOUS IMPACTS ON DATA PREDICTION

8.1

Impact of Data Curing on Data Prediction

Data measured from sensors typically have missing values for various reasons (e.g.,
measurement error or malfunction of sensors), which can lead to a significant lack of data for
data analysis. The FHDI method was adopted in this study to address this issue. The six
prediction targets used in the previous chapter were used to compare the prediction performance
of GAM between the datasets with and without data curing using FHDI. Figure 11 shows the
results of the comparison of prediction performance. The RMSE values from the prediction
results using the dataset without imputation are normalized by the RMSE values from the
prediction results using the imputed dataset. The prediction errors are slightly lower when using
the imputed dataset.

Figure 11. Comparison of prediction performance of GAM when using bridge big data
after data curing by imputation (blue-colored bars) and before data curing, i.e., with
missing data (orange-colored bars)
8.2

Impact of Inclusion of Traffic Data on the Prediction of Bridge Data

Another prediction analysis using GAM for the six target responses was conducted to see the
impact of the traffic data on prediction performance. The target responses were predicted using
the datasets with and without traffic information. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the prediction
performance of the datasets. The RMSE values from the prediction results using the dataset
without traffic information are normalized by the RMSE values from the prediction results using
the dataset with traffic information. Once again, lower RMSE values indicate better prediction
performance. It turns out that the inclusion of traffic data slightly improves the prediction
performance.
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Figure 12. Comparison of prediction performance of GAM when using bridge big data
after merging with traffic data (blue-colored bars) and without traffic data (orange-colored
bars)
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9

INVESTIGATION INTO NEW DATA SOURCE – SURFACE SENSORS

The developed data processing tool can handle information from existing bridge strain sensors.
The sensor data are defined at specific locations, and thus researchers are aware of point-wise
strain information on the bridge. With the advent of surface strain sensors, such point-wise
information can be extended to continuous strain information over the entire bridge plate.
To prepare for such new sources of dense and continuous information, this project conducted
foundational investigations into advanced surface sensors. Understanding such surface sensors
will facilitate the use of dense data to improve the predictive power of the models developed in
this project for the long-term spatiotemporal behavior of bridges and for traffic flow.
This section summarizes the research team’s approach to investigating new surface sensors and
presents meaningful findings obtained from initial experiments.
9.1

Background on Surface Sensors

Carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) materials have been widely used for strengthening
(Chen and Davalos 2010), rehabilitating, and retrofitting (Ray et al. 2010) structures. Over the
last few decades, structural health monitoring using CFRPs has been a subject of increasing
interest. For example, CFRPs can be used as a self-sensing material by leveraging the carbon
fibers’ piezoresistive effect (Abry 1999, Irving 1998, Kaddour 1994, and Todoroki 2004). Recent
research has used CFRP to produce structural capacitors, where strain can be measured as a
change in capacitance. Chung and Wang (1999) proposed a capacitor fabricated from semiconductive carbon fibers and an insulation paper for the dielectric. Luo and Chung (2001)
proposed using CFRP layers as electrodes, also separated by insulation paper, which could
provide a capacitance up to 1,200 nF/m2. Inspired by the promising use of CFRPs as structural
capacitors, researchers have focused on the improvement of the capacitance by introducing
different separators (O’Brien et al. 2011) and modifying the treatment of surface electrodes
(Qian et al. 2013). The aforementioned studies mainly focused on enhancing the capacitance of
the materials. Few studies have focused on electromechanical applications. Carlson and Asp
(2014) studied the effect of damage on the electrical properties of a structural capacitor that used
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) as the dielectric. They reported that the capacitance remained
unchanged after significant interlaminar matrix cracking in the CFRP electrodes. Shen and Zhou
(2017) noted that interlaminar damage can instead lead to a reduction in capacitance and
modeled the capacitance as a function of interfacial cracking. This behavior is unlike that of
other types of structural capacitors for SHM found in the literature (Laflamme et al. 2013),
where the capacitance increases following strain.
This project focused on a novel capacitive-based CFRP capacitor for SHM. The sensor leverages
CFRP to create the conductive plates of the capacitor, which are separated by an epoxy layer to
create the dielectric. The epoxy layer is filled with titania particles to increase the permittivity.
The objective was to demonstrate the multifunctional capability of the CFRP materials. The
resulting capacitor exhibits an increase in capacitance following strain.
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MBrace® CF 130 fabric and MBrace® Saturant (BASF Chemical Corporation) were used to
fabricate electrode plates with a unidirectional carbon fiber pattern, with an ultimate tensile
strength of 3,800 MPa. The dielectric was fabricated using Mbrace® Saturant filled with
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-coated titania (TPL, Inc.), a high-permittivity filler. The
mechanical properties of the CFRP components are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Mechanical properties of CFRP components provided from the supplier
Component
Fiber
Saturant
Cured CFRP

9.2

Ultimate Tensile
Strength (Mpa)
4,950
55.2
3,800

Young’s Modulus
(GPa)
3.034
227

Ultimate Rupture
Strain
3.5%
1.67%

Surface Sensor Fabrication

The capacitive CFRP sensor is composed of two conductive electrodes separated by a dielectric.
It is fabricated using the following two steps:
1. Fabricate CFRP electrodes plates. The epoxy is first mixed using a mixing machine
homogenizer (Figure 13(a)). The uncured saturant is applied onto the fabric and cured using
a vacuum bagging process (Figure 13(b)) to obtain good mechanical and electrical properties.
To form a better connection to the data acquisition (DAQ) component for capacitance
measurement, two copper tapes with conductive adhesive are attached onto the fabric surface
before applying the epoxy. The surface of the copper tape is polished with sandpaper after
curing. After the electrode plate is cured for 24 hours, plates are cut from the middle section
where the thickness is uniform.
2. Separate the CFRP plates with the dielectric. A separator is made with the same epoxy used
in Step 1 but filled with 5% titania by weight (Figure 13(c)). The epoxy is applied onto the
plates (Figure 13(d)) and cured using vacuum bagging for 24 hours.
After curing, the capacitor is cut into 25.4 mm (1 in.) wide strips using a table saw. The edges
are trimmed to avoid uneven thicknesses. The specimens are further sanded using a sand
machine to prevent electrodes from touching at the edge. The finished assembly is illustrated in
Figure 13(d).
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Figure 13. Sensor fabrication process
9.3

Experiment Setup and Instrumentation of Surface Sensor

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Experimental setup of surface sensor, from left to right, front view, side view,
and MTS setup
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The CFRP specimens were 177.8 mm (7 in) long by 25.4 mm (2 in) wide, with thicknesses
varying between specimens (reported in Table 6). Fiberglass strips were adhered to the ends of
the specimens to insulate the electrode from the hydraulic grip and prevent crushing. A load was
applied using a servo-hydraulic material testing system (MTS) machine under displacement
control at a loading rate of 2 mm/min. Loads and displacements were acquired from the MTS at
a sampling frequency of 10 Hz. CFRP capacitance measurement was performed using an LCR
meter (HP 4284A) under 1 kHz. The thicknesses and electrical properties of the three specimens
were measured before initiating the tests.
The test results are listed in Table 6, in which the relative permittivity er was back-calculated
from the initial geometries.
Table 6. Specimen configuration
Specimen
#1
#2
#3

Thickness (mm) Initial capacitance (pF)
2.64
251.4
2.57
266.1
2.36
340.8

Relative permittivity ( er )
16.60
17.10
20.11

The difference in the relative permittivity values is attributed to the manual fabrication process.
Specimen #3 was equipped with a resistive strain gauge (RSG) to obtain an experimental value
for the gauge factor. The RSG consisted of a foil gage sampled at 10 Hz using a Vishay Model
5100 B Scanner DAQ.
9.4

Results and Discussion of Surface Sensor Tests

Force/stress-strain curves from the tensile tests are plotted in Figure 15. It can be seen from
Figure 15 that all specimens exhibit a typical linear relationship before they fail or slippage
occurs between the end tabs and grips.
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Figure 15. Surface sensor test results for force and stress versus strain curves
The experimental Young’s modulus values of the CFRP-based capacitors are summarized in
Table 7. The Young’s modulus values of three specimens average 47.9 GPa.
Table 7. Specimen test results
Specimen
#1
#2
#3

Young’s Modulus (GPa)
45.0
45.3
53.3

Fracture strain (%)
4.4
1.5
-

Figure 16 shows pictures of the failure modes of the specimens. Specimen #1 and Specimen #2
failed from the fracture of the fiber, while Specimen #3 underwent premature crushing of the
fiberglass tab. The mechanical properties of the specimens are summarized in Table 7. The
fracture strain of Specimen #1 is higher than that of Specimen #2, probably because of the
slippage at both ends.
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Figure 16. Surface sensor test results showing the failure modes of the specimens, from left
to right, Specimen #1, Specimen #2, Specimen #3
The relative change of the capacitance with respect to the strain back-calculated from the MTS
displacements are plotted in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Relative capacitance versus MTS strain from surface sensor
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Results show an increase in capacitance with increasing strain, with the similar slopes among
each specimen in the linear range. Specimen #3 exhibits a nonlinear relationship between
capacitance and strain beyond approximately 1% strain, which can be attributed to the
delamination of the CFRP. This behavior was confirmed by an audible cracking of the specimen
during testing, indicating possible delamination of the CFRP.
The experimental gauge factor was calculated using the strain values measured directly from the
RSG, because the strain back-calculated from the MTS displacement values may not reflect the
behavior of the specimens accurately enough. Figure 18 plots the relative capacitance versus
strain from the RSG for Specimen #3 (the only specimen equipped with an RSG) before crushing
of the tabs occurred.

Figure 18. Relative capacitance versus RSG strain, Specimen #3
The linear fit shows a gauge factor of 1.066. Typical Poisson’s ratio values vxy and vxz for the
utilized CFRP and saturant are 0.27 and 0.4, respectively, yielding an analytical gauge factor of
approximately 1.13. Note that this value has a certain variability due to the unreported value of
vxy from the manufacturer and the addition of titania in the saturant. It follows that the
experimental gauge factor is in agreement with theory.
In this project, a novel capacitance-based CFRP sensor was introduced and tested. The sensor
consists of exterior CFRP plates acting as electrodes separated by a dielectric fabricated using an
epoxy filled with titania. To quantify the mechanical and electrical performance of the CFRP
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sensors, three specimens were fabricated and subjected to unidirectional tensile tests.
Experimental results demonstrated that the change in capacitance with respect to strain is
positive and linear. However, this linearity is lost when the sensor is damaged. The derived
experimental gauge factor of the sensor agreed with theory. The presented results show the
promise of the CFRP sensor for use in structural health monitoring.
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10 DOWNLOADABLE PROGRAMS AND DATA
10.1 Data Processing Programs
Download Location: https://iastate.box.com/s/4sr1eur3wfcirzk9t5q0b3yabtptb78u


All programs and computational tools developed in this project are publicly available.
Data transferring, data squashing, data merging, and relevant parallel computing code and
programs are downloadable from the web folder listed above. A brief manual explaining
the use of the programs is also available in the web folder.

10.2 Final Datasets
Download Location: https://iastate.box.com/s/wh12iz8d7skjho7obcefjg7hpjz8apbz


Database/Traffic/traffic_transformed_data
This folder contains traffic data for each year starting from 2014 through 2016. The
traffic data have been transformed for synchronization with bridge big data.



Database/Traffic/traffic_original_data
This folder contains the raw traffic data in its original format. These raw traffic data are
shared by Dr. Anuj Sharma’s research group by courtesy.



Database/1-hour_dataset
This folder contains the final hybrid data from the bridge sensors and traffic data
synchronized for a one-year time frame. Each “.csv” file corresponds to one year of data
for a sensor. Note that this dataset may have missing values due to incomplete raw data
from the bridge sensor database.



Database/1-hour_dataset_imputation
This folder contains the final hybrid data from the bridge sensors and traffic data
synchronized for a one-year time frame. Each “.csv” file corresponds to one year of data
for a sensor. Note that this folder contains the imputed hybrid dataset, in which there are
no missing values in the bridge sensor information.
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11 CONCLUSIONS
With the persistent advances in bridge sensors and traffic sensors, researchers have novel access
to big data in various forms, including for structural behavior and transportation information. Big
data-oriented problems pose formidable challenges for big data-driven decision-making and
efficient long-term strategic planning. To overcome these obstacles, this project developed a
foundational computational framework to leverage bridge big data and traffic data in predicting
the long-term behavior of bridges and traffic flows. This project created a suite of computational
methods and tools that can perform multiple functions for data-driven bridge data prediction.
The developed programs include the following:





A data-squashing tool that can transform and reduce original bridge sensor data to
manageable sizes
A data-curing tool that can fill in many missing values in original datasets regardless of data
type and size
A data-merging tool that can synchronize bridge big data and traffic flow data
A data-prediction tool that can predict both bridge-related data as well as traffic flow

In tandem, this project conducted an experimental investigation into the new data source of
dense surface sensors. The surface sensor developed in this study can provide continuous and
highly refined data for use in the developed computational foundation. In terms of the generality
of the developed framework, the inclusion of more data and other types of data, such as data
from surface sensors, will be straightforward in future extensions of the framework.
By utilizing all of the developed programs, this project yielded several practically meaningful
findings:







Not all variables are necessarily helpful for improving predictive power.
For the best predictive power, a direct search of the optimal combination of variables is
necessary.
A simple correlation-based selection of significant variables may lead to relatively low
predictive power.
Curing missing data in the original datasets helps improve predictive power.
Merging traffic data into bridge big data improves predictive power.
Bridge big data can be predicted by using traffic data, and, in turn, traffic data can be
predicted by using bridge big data.

All the developed programs are shared with practitioners and researchers via web folders.
With the developed framework, researchers will be able to easily leverage bridge big data and
traffic big data for prudent decision-making, strategic maintenance planning, and efficient
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rehabilitation planning. This project’s outcomes will promote a shift toward a data-driven
research paradigm in bridge engineering and in transportation.
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